Comment on 'Collimated proton pencil-beam scanning for superficial targets: impact of the order of range shifter and aperture'
To the editor:
We read with interest the recently published study by Bäumer et al (2018) , and in particular that the conclusions of the Essen group are in contrast to those of our earlier paper (Winterhalter et al 2018) . We would like to take this opportunity to make a few comments on this. Bäumer et al (2018) conclude that for the IBA ProteusPlus delivery system, positioning the collimating aperture downstream of the range shifter leads to a superior penumbra, whereas we found superior penumbra for the PSI scanning Gantry when the aperture is positioned upstream of the range shifter (Winterhalter et al 2018) . As such, (Bäumer et al 2018) list the following possible explanations for these, at first sight conflicting, conclusions, namely the use of divergent versus the parallel scanning, the thickness of the collimator and the different minimum accelerator energies.
In order to investigate this discrepancy further, we have run additional simulations using the Monte Carlo system used in our publication, but now with components derived from the paper of Bäumer et al (2018) .
For an energy of 120 MeV and an airgap of 10 cm, the following three combinations of components have been simulated: https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6560/aae0e1 Phys. Med. Biol. 63 (2018) 208001 (2pp)
C Winterhalter et al
It is worth noting that the beam description (initial phase space, field size and beam spacing, see Winterhalter et al (2018) ) is the same for all three scenarios. We simulated a parallel, square field with a spot spacing of 4 mm, a field size of 9.6 cm and a collimator opening of 8 cm with the angular spatial distribution of one spot given by Gantry 2 of PSI. This arrangement slightly differs from that of Bäumer et al (2018) , who assumed a divergent field with a spot spacing of 2.5 mm, a field size of 10 cm, a rectangular collimator with an 8.7 cm × 8.9 cm opening and spot properties given by their Gantry. Furthermore, the range shifter material, although not specifically described by Bäumer et al (2018) , has been assumed to be Plexiglass, based on the described water equivalent thickness of 7.4 cm and the dimensions as indicated in figure 2 of Bäumer et al (2018) . Table 1 shows the penumbra (80% to 20%) at 5 mm depth in a water tank for all three combinations, with the aperture being either positioned upstream (ap-us) or downstream (ap-ds) of the range shifter (for the arrangement of components see figure 1 of Bäumer et al (2018)).
Interestingly, these results confirm the conclusions of both Winterhalter et al (2018) and Bäumer et al (2018) . For the PSI scenario (1), the penumbra of the ap-us is superior, whereas for scenario (3) the ap-ds fall-off is sharper, as reported by Bäumer et al (2018) . For scenario (2), which combines the PSI range shifter with a thin (3.3 cm) collimator, ap-us and ap-ds are identical in terms of penumbra. This demonstrates that not only the collimator thickness, but the combination of both collimator thickness and the exact specification of the range shifter, as determined by the minimum deliverable energy, have an influence on the best arrangement of the collimator and range shifter for minimising fall-off. Although absolute penumbras simulated for scenario (3) are slightly lower than the values measured/calculated by Bäumer et al (2018) (see table 3 of Bäumer et al (2018) , ap-us: 0.90 cm/0.88 cm; ap-ds: 0.77 cm/0.79 cm), the relative penumbra reduction of 13% obtained with our simulations lies well within the measured/calculated penumbra reductions of Bäumer et al (2018) of 17%/11%. The differences in the absolute values could be due to the range shifter material, different initial angular spatial distribution and beam spacing, and use of a parallel beam instead of a divergent beam. In conclusion, the best order of range shifter and collimator appears to be mainly determined by the thicknesses of both the collimator and range shifter. The former is determined by the highest proton energy that should be collimated, with a 3.3 cm brass collimator for example not being sufficient to block high energy protons (e.g. 230 MeV), the latter by the minimal deliverable energy. As such, the conclusions of both (Bäumer et al 2018) and our previous work are complementary, given the differences in the thicknesses of the beam modifying devices used in the two works. In addition, our analysis implies that initial beam characteristics are less important in determining the best order of components. Table 1 . 80%-20% penumbra at 5 mm depth (energy 120 MeV, airgap 10 cm) for the different arrangements and components.
(1) 9 cm tungsten collimator & 2.5 cm carbon range shifter (2) 3.3 cm brass collimator & 2.5 cm carbon range shifter (3) 3.3 cm brass collimator & 6.5 cm plexiglas range shifter ap-us 0.46 cm 0.44 cm 0.79 cm ap-ds 0.55 cm 0.44 cm 0.70 cm
